Abstract Nitrous acid (HONO) is important as a significant source of hydroxyl radical (OH) in the troposphere and as a potent indoor air pollutant. It is thought to be generated in both environments via heterogeneous reactions involving nitrogen dioxide (NO 2 ). In order to enable fastresponse HONO detection suitable for eddy-covariance flux measurements and to provide a direct method that avoids interferences associated with derivatization, we have developed a 2-channel tunable infrared laser differential absorption spectrometer (TILDAS) capable of simultaneous highfrequency measurements of HONO and NO 2 . Beams from two mid-infrared continuous-wave mode quantum cascade lasers (cw-QCLs) traverse separate 210 m paths through a multi-pass astigmatic sampling cell at reduced pressure for the direct detection of HONO (1660 cm −1 ) and NO 2 (1604 cm −1 ). The resulting one-second detection limits (S/N = 3) are 300 and 30 ppt (pmol/mol) for HONO and NO 2 , respectively. Our HONO quantification is based on revised line-strengths and peak positions for cis-HONO in the 6-micron spectral region that were derived from laboratory measurements. An essential component of ambient HONO measurements is the inlet system and we demonstrate that heated surfaces and reduced pressure minimize sampling artifacts.
Introduction
Atmospheric nitrous acid (HONO) photo-dissociates with a lifetime between 10 and 20 minutes to yield nitric oxide (NO) and hydroxyl radical (OH), the main oxidant in the atmosphere. Nighttime HONO formation and photolysis at sunrise can contribute significantly to early morning photo-chemistry. Observations of mid-day HONO concentrations above levels expected from photo-stationary balance between HONO, NO and OH suggest a yet unidentified light-dependent production mechanism. These measurements have used various instruments in a wide range of environments [1] [2] [3] . Thus, HONO may make a larger contribution to the HO x (= OH + HO 2 ) cycle in the lower troposphere than has been accounted for by its nighttime formation. In addition, HONO chemistry may contribute to reactivating deposited nitrogen, which was presumed to be permanently removed from photo-chemical cycle. HONO is also an indoor air pollutant-both emitted directly from combustion processes and formed on various surfacesand can react with amines to form carcinogenic compounds [4, 5] . NO 2 is proposed as a precursor to HONO formation via heterogeneous reactions. In order to examine the exchange of HONO between the biosphere and atmosphere and the role of NO 2 in this exchange, we have developed a dual-laser spectrometer to simultaneously measure both gases.
Several factors make accurate HONO measurements difficult. It is unstable, so certified reference gases for HONO do not exist. Its reactivity and solubility also make it prone to sampling losses and artifacts. Consequently, intercomparisons between different techniques often exhibit significant discrepancies [2, 6] . Further progress on understanding HONO sources and sinks requires a sensitive and unambiguous measurement method.
There are many methods to detect HONO, but they do not fully satisfy the need for sensitivity, selectivity and fast time response. Analytical techniques based on derivatization partition gaseous HONO into a liquid and subsequently measure the nitrite ion or its derivative by ion or liquid chromatography, long-path photometry or chemiluminescence [4, [7] [8] [9] . Although these methods can be very sensitive, the need to scrub HONO into solution may introduce sensitivity to any other gas-phase species that react with the solution [6] . Such interferences can be corrected if the chemically active species is quantifiable [10] . Furthermore, the need for long extraction integration times (a few minutes) precludes the application of these methods to eddycovariance flux measurements.
Absorption spectroscopy directly measures atmospheric trace gases without the need for chemical extraction, with calibrations that are based on constant absorption crosssections (line-strengths) and specificity that can be confirmed by spectral identification. However, absorption spectroscopic analytical methods tend to be expensive, and for many trace gases the fundamental sensitivity is relatively low, requiring either long absorption paths or increased signal averaging time. Both open-path (differential optical absorption spectroscopy, DOAS) [1, 11, 12] and closedpath (tunable diode laser absorption spectroscopy, TDLAS) [13, 14] systems have been utilized to measure HONO. Based on a prior implementation of nitric acid (HNO 3 ) and NO 2 TDLAS [15-17], we have developed a dual-channel tunable infrared laser differential absorption spectrometer (TILDAS) using continuous-wave quantum-cascade lasers instead of diode lasers to measure HONO and NO 2 . The advantages of using cw-QC lasers in TILDAS over diode lasers in TDLAS are greater mode stability, higher laser power output and the ability to operate both lasers and detectors near room temperature without the need for cryogenic cooling, which facilitates long-term field measurements. The spectrometer is coupled with sample handling and calibration schemes intended to minimize inlet artifacts and provide quality-assurance that the system is working properly. Section 2 describes the spectrometer design and quantifies performance. Section 3 presents results from the investigation of HONO line-strengths and peak positions. Section 4 describes the sampling scheme and presents preliminary results from field measurements demonstrating the absence of positive and negative artifacts.
Instrument
The main components of the optical table (Fig. 1) include two light sources, a reference cell, multi-pass sampling cell and two detectors. For the light source, the spectrometer uses two thermo-electrically cooled QC lasers (Alpes Lasers) operated in continuous-wave mode that output light in the 6-micron spectral region. The laser light is scanned across a frequency spectrum in time by controlling its temperature, which is coarsely tuned with a Peltier element and finely tuned on a milli-Kelvin scale by providing the lasers with a programmable current ramp using a high compliance current source (ILX Lightwave). The resulting laser frequency scan covers approximately 0.2 cm −1 with a resolution of about 0.001 cm −1 per channel. The instrumental linewidths for both lasers are less than 0.001 cm −1 (half-width at half-maximum), which is smaller than Doppler broadened widths. The tuning rates of each laser are determined with a germanium etalon.
The two lasers are spatially and temporally multiplexed so that even though light from each laser traverses distinct paths inside and outside the sampling cell, both beams are collected by a single detector at alternate times on the order of 1 ms for each laser. The spectra for NO 2 (1604.5 to 1604.7 cm −1 ) and HONO (1659.5 to 1659.7 cm −1 ) are repeatedly scanned one after the other at a total rate of about 3 kHz and are subsequently averaged in real-time to improve the signal to noise ratio. Approximately 10% of the duty cycle is dedicated to measuring the detector zero light level when both lasers are off. The spectral fitting software (TDLWintel, also responsible for the laser control) determines the absorbance by performing a non-linear fit according to a set of Voigt line shape functions to the recorded spectra and a low-order polynomial fit to the spectral baseline. Mixing ratios are calculated by accounting for the sample pressure and temperature along with spectral broadening and IR line-strengths archived in the HITRAN database for NO 2 [18] and determined experimentally here for HONO (discussed below). Figure 2 shows transmission
